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Orientierungsplan und Besucherinformation

auf dem Dachgarten der Kunst- und
Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Bonn
Roof Garden

Kunst und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
Four endangered meadows are assembled. 163 species counted.
250,000 people come over a three-year period.
The meadow is cut and harvested. Seeds are gathered.
The meadow is moved to the parks of Bonn.
The meadow is a field of study.
Seeds are gathered. Other meadows are created.
Green Heart Vision
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KUNSTMUSEUM BONN
From the Green Heart. 1 of 35 villages and 3 towns in 800 sq. kms of farmland all reclaimed from the sea.
650,000 houses are proposed for this place which would displace the entire history of the green heart. It is a 200 billion dollar economic engine.
The installation in the Jerusalem chapel in Gouda. The Delft tile floor is a mosaic photograph of the entire region.
Space is found external to the green heart for more than 650,000 houses without endangering the identity of the city.
The vision is accepted and finds its place in a still larger vision.
Sustainable Open Space in North West Europe
Peninsula Europe: the high ground: discovering it as a field of play. Waters define the Peninsula as a field of play connected to the Russian Plain by approximately 30 miles. The high grounds emerge as a pattern and salient feature.
Putting aside the alpine definition.

Defining the high grounds as where the rivers begin at the 300m mark.

And discovering the new shape as its own field of play.
So who's attending to the connectivity of the whole?
Drawing the Peninsula Europe icon from the high ground shape.
PROTO ICON SHAPE AT 300M
45,000,000 +/- PEOPLE
1,463,550 SQ. KM. LAND
1,030,000 SQ. KM. FARM LAND
147,000 SQ. KM. GRASSLAND
1,430,000,000 CU. M. RAINFALL

440,000,000 PEOPLE
3,315,000 SQ. KM. LAND
2,093,000,000 CU. M. RAINFALL
Peninsula Europe part II: the rising of waters the warming of lands
Peninsula Europe part III: a pure water generated and a buffer against global warming